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* Gold Medal Winner in the Psychology / Mental Health Category of the 2011 IPPY Awards ** Silver Medal
Winner in the 2010 BOTYA Awards Psychology Category *Savant syndrome is a rare condition in which
individuals with developmental disorders, including autism spectrum disorders, have one or more areas of

expertise, ability, or brilliance - islands of genius" - that exist in contrast with their overall limitations. In this
fascinating book, Dr. Darold Treffert looks at what we know about this remarkable condition, and at new

discoveries that raise interesting questions about the hidden brain potential within us all. Dr. Treffert explores
the phenomena of genetic memory - instances in which individuals somehow "know" things they never
learned - and sudden genius or "acquired savantism" - where a neuro-typical person unexpectedly and

spectacularly develops savant-like abilities following a head injury or stroke.

At the heart of Islands of Genius is a sparkling combination of science and wonder of incredible potential and
incredible achievement of light and darkness. Islands of Genius The Bountiful Mind of the Autistic Acquired

and Sudden Savant D.A.

Treffert

Buy the eBook Islands of Genius The Bountiful Mind of the Autistic Acquired and Sudden Savant by Darold
A. Treffert at Karnac Books. For me this is another Outlet for my creativity passion photography traveling
and my life style. Darold Treffert shares various lessons and anecdotes from his nearly 50 years. Gershaw
Ph.D. Savant syndrome is a rare condition in which individuals with developmental disorders including

autism spectrum disorders have one or more areas of expertise ability or brilliance islands of. Des milliers de
livres avec la livraison chez vous en 1 jour ou en magasin avec 5 de réduction. Gold Medal Winner in the

Psychology Mental Health Category of the 2011 IPPY Awards Silver Medal Winner in the 20. At the heart of
Islands of Genius is a sparkling combination of science and wonder of incredible potential and incredible

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=Islands of Genius


achievement of light and darkness. Explore three types of savants congenital accidental and sudden. By
Treffert Darold A. Islands of Genius brings us fully up to date with the latest research and like all of Trefferts
work it is imbued with deep intellectual and emotional understanding. Gold Medal Winner in the Psychology

Mental Health Category of the 2011 IPPY Awards Silver Medal Winner in the 2010 BOTYA Awards
Psychology Category Savant syndrome is a rare condition in which individuals with developmental disorders
including autism spectrum disorders have one or more areas of expertise ability or brilliance. The remarkable
abilities of the artist with autism surface because of their autism not in spite of it. Islands of Genius eBook

Treffert Darold A.
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